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Abstrod- In this paper, we, for the first timg report issues and
optimization guidelines in NO gate for advanced logic device and
DR^AM device. X'or that we intensively studied dependence of
device characteristics on nitrogen concentration in NO gate.

S1_lggic dcvice, short channel characteristics degradation in
NMOS and drive current degradation in PMO-S timit the
maximum nitrogen concentration. For DRAM, additional V,
{ose t_o compensate the decrease of V, in NO gate causes
degradation of refresh time performance. It exhibits, for NO-
gate DRAIII, the nitrogen concentration should be minimized to
prevent the degradation of refresh characteristics.

t Irtnooucrrox
Nitided-oxide (NO) dielectics are considered a.s frst candidate to

Igpl".g pure oxide becarxe of their two key advantageq wtrich are
high ho! carrier immxnity in NMOSFET'and blocking of boron
penetration in PMOSIIETI]. Recenfly, a shrdy reported a guideline
on ni-tr_ogen concenhation for logic NO-gate devi-ce [2]. Meantime,
for NO-gatg DRAI\{ applicatioq refresh time puforniairce(the most
important figure of merit for DRAM) should 5e first considered. In
!l_ti.s fner, ye, fol the first timg present iszues and guidelines for
NO ggte through the investigation of nitogen concentation
dependence on the device characteristics not only in logic device but
also in DRAI{ device.

n Expunnamvrnr,

jA 
^Logic 

dwige 4.0nm-thick pure oxide was therrnally grown
using fumace oxidation. NO gates were grown by annealingtliernral
oxide in NO gry at_qOOoC, 850oC, or 900oC for 30 minutes. BF, and
As were used for V, adjust implant. Source, drain, and gate were
simultaneously doped using As and BFrimptantation for ttirrtOS ana
PMOS, reqpectively. Activation was performed using RIA at 1000"C.
Fig.l shows the peak nitogen concentation (peak_e") in gate oxide
versus NO arureal temperature. The peak_C* increases with anneal
temperatrue. The peak_C* is 0.88%, t.g{W,'arLa2.B5o/o for 800oC,
850oC, and 900oC anneal tenrperature, respectively.

<8. DRAI\{ device> NO gate was growr by annealing 7.0nm-
thick thermal oxide at 900"C 1or fO minutes. The peak_C"-is about
2.8 %..Corrtrary e_togiq {evi.ce, buried channel fMOSlfiC-fUOSy
was adopted for DRAIvI device. We fabricated 64lVbit-OnaU ani
examined several chmacteristics including refresh time performance.

IIL Results and Discussions

4. WTOStrFT l.sn,es ( ogic deyic4

S k y issue.for.NGgate NMOS is hot carrier immunity. Fig.2 slrows
hot carrier lifetime versus peak_cN. It is remarkable that t}ie hfetime
inSpases exponentially arpefi_C* .increases. So, the specification
of hot carrier lifetime sets ttrildwest bound for peak_C". Fig.3
shows short charurel characteristics (scc) andttresh6ta vottige sf,ift
Lersus peak_C*. The SCC is degraded with increasing peak_C*.
These phenomena me known to be due to a reductiorioi suifaib
recombination rates of si interstitials. The reduced surface
recombination retards tansient enhanced diffirsion (TED) of boron,
and results in degradation of scc. The scc can be reiovered bv
increasing halo dose. However, an optimum condition is requirei
because increase of halo dose can also cause junction leakage G'ig +).

fO gate extribits hi-g! t*qgonductance(G.) at high gaie Uia{lj.
Because of increased Gn, at high gate biasl Nb-gate-ttMos extriuits
higher drive current than pure oxide. Fig.5 showl finear drain current
versus peak-c* as a function of gate drive. It is shown that drain
current increases with increasing peak_cN at high gate drive and
saturated for peak_C* > 2Vo. tn summary, ur,-NO-gate NMOS,
pg-*_C" should be determind by specihcation ofl hot carrier
lifetime ard minimized to prevent degradation of SCC.
B.PMOStrFT Jssues( ngic device,) t

In NO-gate PMOS, two major issues are current degradation and

LB-1-2

boron penetration. Fig.6 shows liner drain current versus peak_C" as
a firnction of gate drive. Current degradation becomes severe as
peak_C" increases. Accordingly, current degradation limits the
higher bound for peak_C" in NO-gate PMOS. On the other hand, in
the aspect of boron penetation, the higher peak_C" is required. Fig.7
shows V" vmiation characteristics due to boron penehation. V"
variation gets reduced as peak_C"increases because ofretardation of
boron penetration, Accordingly, the specification of V, variation for
PMOS also limits the lower bound for peak_C* Fig.8 shows short
channel characterisdcs for NO-gate PMOS. Contary to NMOS, SCE
is reduced for NO-gate PMOS. This effect is first reported in this '

paper. It can be explained by the same theory for NMOS.
C. DMM device tssues (CelI nmrsistor,)

kt DRAN{ technology, issues in NO gate are somewhat different
from logic device. Peripheral NMOS is as same as logic NMOS.
Periphual BC-PMOS is free from boron penetation. In fact, to
adopt NO gate in DRAM we must focus on cell tansistor because it
determines refresh time (or retention time). In case of cell transistor,
hot carrier immunity is not concerns because of its short gate length
andlow drain voltage. krstea4junction leakage current and electic
field of space charge region (SCR) are critical issues because they

degrade refresh time _of DRAM [4]. We compared
performance of 64Mbit DRAM with NO gate (peak_C, = 2.8%o) and
pure oxide. Fig.9 shows the refresh time characteristics for NO gate
and pure oxide with the same V., adjust implant. It is noted thaf the
refresh time characteristics is the same. Fig. l0 shows the refresh
time comparison for pure oxide and NO gate with the same threshold
voltage. For NO gate, V, adjust dose was increased to obtain the
same tlneshold voltage that pure oxide has (Fig.ll). In this casg
main refresh distribution was not changed, but the tail refresh
distribution was degraded for NO gate. These results are due to
increase of electic field in SCR caused by increase of V, adjust
implant dose and we also confirmed it by simulation. Fig.l2 shows
the measured tail refresh time characteristics versus the V" adjust
dose. The refresh time is the same if V, adjust implant dose is-the
same regardless the type of gate oxide. kr summary, for DRAM
dgvice, the peak_C" should be minimized to prevent the degradation
of refresh time if hot carrier lifetime specification of peripheral
NMOS is satisfied.

lV. Colrcr,usrox

-We intsrsively investigated the issues and optimization guidelines
of nitrogen concentration in NO gate for logic device ana ORaU
device. For NMOS, it is noted that hot carrier lifetime was increased
exponentially and short channel effect was degraded with increasing
peak_C".. Accordingly, in NO-gate NMOS, peak_C" should G
determined by specifications of hot carrier lifetime and minimized to
prevent degradation of short channel characteristics. For PMOS,
drive current was degraded with peak_C*. So, drive current
specifications constain the maximum nitogen concentratioh.
Besides, we fust reported that the SCC was improved in NO-gate
PMOS. For NO-gate DRAM, we must focus on cell tansistor
because it deternrines refresh time (or retention time). Additionat
V, dose is required in NO-gate cell transistor to compensate the
degrease of V, due to fixed charge, and it results in degradation of
refresh time performance due to increase of electric field in SCR. It
exhibits that for DRAN{ device, the peak_C* should be minimized to
prevent the degradation of refresh time.

This work can be applicable to NO gate for advanced logic and
Giga bit DRAM technology.

R.m'm,sl.rcEs
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Fig.l Peak nitrogen concenkation in oxide
(peak_C" ) versus NO anneal temperafire.
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Fig.4 function leakage chracteristics versus
halo dose. It shows that increase of halo dose
to compensate SCC in NO-gate can cause
junction leakage. So, an optimum halo
condition is requird.
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Fig.7 V, variation of NMOS and PMOS. For
PMOS, Vt spread gets reduced with
increasing peak_C* due to retardation of
boron penehation.
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Fig.2 Hot carrier lifetime characteristic versus
peak_C*. Hot carrier lifetime is improved
exponentially as peak_CN increases.(tifetime
is defined as the time to reach a l0%
degradation in forward saturation curent.)
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Fig.5 NMOS linear drain current (Idlin)
versus peak_CN as a function of gate drive.
Idlin first increases with peak_C*, and it is
saturated for peak_Cr>2vo .
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Fig.8 PMOS slrort channel characteristics
versus peak_CN. Threshold voltage is
increased and short channel characteristics are
improved with increasing peak_CN.
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Fig.ll Th'reshold voltage of cell tansistor
vetrsus V, adjust implant dose for NO gate and
pure oxide. For same threshold voltage,
additional V, adjust implant dose is required
forNO gate.
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Fig.3 Short channel characteristics versus
peak_CN. Threshold voltage is reduced and
short channel characteristics tre d€graded
with increasing peak_CN
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Fig.6 PMOS linear drain current (Idlin) versus
peak_C*as a function of gate drive. Contary
to NMOS, current degmdation becomes
severe as peak_cN increases.
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Fig.9 Refresh time comparison of 64hdbit-
DRAI\{ with NO gat{peak_CN=2.8olo) and
pure oxide having the same V, adjust dose.
Refresh time is not changed in case of the
same Vradjust dose.
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Fig.l2 Tail refresh time characteristics
(64N[bit-DRAI\d) venus Vrdose for NO gate
and pure oxide. The tail refresh time is
de,pendent on Vr dose regardless the type of
gate oxide (pure oxide orNO gate).
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Fig.l0 Refresh time characteristics
comparison of 64lvIbit-DRAM with NO gate
(peak_C;2.8%) and pure oxide, in which V,
doses are different, but V" is the same. Tiril
dishibution is degraded for NO gate because
field in SCR of cell junction is increased by
additional V" adjust dose.
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